Appeal of Board Decisions
A Zoning Board’s Decision may be
appealed to Brown County Circuit
Court within 30 days after the decision.
Applicants commencing construction
prior to end of this appeal period
assume any risk of having the Board
decision overturned.

Validity of Permits
After Board approval, you must obtain
the necessary building permits or
zoning approvals prior to starting
construction.

Village of Ashwaubenon

Quick Facts
This brochure is intended to provide a
summary of the variance process for the
Village of Ashwaubenon. It is in no way a
substitute for or complete description of
village, county, state, or federal rules,
regulations, or policies. As always, please
consult with the Village of Ashwaubenon
prior to starting a variance process.

ZONING
VARIANCES

Construction must be substantially
completed within 12 months of the date
of the Board’s decision. Building
permits may be revoked for violation of
any conditions imposed by the Board.

Application Fees,
Meetings & Submittal
Deadlines
At this time of this publication, the fee to
submit a Variance Request Application
is $250. The ZBA meets on an “as
needed” basis. Submittal deadlines are
a minimum of three weeks prior to the
meeting date (contact Community
Development Staff for deadlines)

Community Development Department
2155 Holmgren Way
Ashwaubenon, WI 54304

Phone: 920-593-4405
Email: aschuette@ashwaubenon.com

www.ashwaubenon.com

Variance Process
What is a Variance?
A variance is a relaxation of a standard
in a zoning ordinance.
Variances, if granted, can provide an
increment of relief (normally small)
from a dimensional restriction, such as
setback or building height, and are
meant to be an infrequent remedy
where an ordinance imposes a unique
or substantial burden.

Variance Criteria & Findings
To qualify for a variance, the applicant must
demonstrate that their request meets the 3 criteria
defined in state statues and outlined below:
•

Unnecessary hardship exists when compliance would
unreasonably prevent the owner from using the
property for a permitted use or would render
conformity with such restrictions “unnecessarily
burdensome.” Courts have determined that selfimposed conditions & financial hardships do not
justify variances. Simply wanting an addition to a
home or garage also does not justify a variance.

•
Applicants are encouraged to
investigate all alternatives
before requesting a variance.

Who decides Variances?
Variances are decided by the Zoning
Board of Appeals (ZBA). The Board is a
quasi-judicial body because it functions
almost like a court. The Board’s job is
not to compromise ordinance
provisions for a property owner’s
convenience but to apply the legal
criteria provided in state laws, court
decisions and local ordinance to the
specific facts of a situation.

Unnecessary Hardship

Prior to Application. Applicants are highly
encouraged to meet with Community
Development Staff to discuss the project
and
review
alternatives,
prior
to
application.
Application Submittal. Complete a Variance
Request Application and submit to the
Community Development Dept. along with
the fee and other required information.

Unique Property Limitations

A hardship must be due to unique physical
limitations of a property (i.e. steep slopes, wetlands,
shape, etc.) rather than the circumstances of the
applicant.

•

Steps in the Variance Process

No Harm to Public Interests

A variance may not be granted which results in harm
to public interests. Public interests can be
determined from the general purposes of a zoning
ordinance as well as the purposes for the specific
zoning requirement. Nearby ordinance violations,
prior variances or lack of objections from neighbors
do not provide a basis for granting a variance.
Findings
The Ashwaubenon BOA will make a decision through
a “findings of fact” based on the facts of the request
and the three criteria listed above.

A detailed site plan and
thorough response to the 3
criteria
are
important
prerequisites
when
applying for a variance

criteria for a

Every
application
requires a detailed
site plan & a written
narrative explaining
how the project
meets the legal

variance.

(See

Variance

Criteria)
Public Notice & Meeting. A notice of the
variance request and hearing date/location is
published in the newspaper prior to the
meeting. Neighbors will also be notified. Any
party may speak for or against the request.
An applicant is expected to appear to present
the facts of their case and be available for
questions. If you do not appear at the public
hearing, the Board may postpone or deny the
request.

